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Abstract
Political knowledge is central to understanding citizens’ engagement with politics. Yet, as surveys are increasingly
conducted online, participants’ ability to search the web may undermine the validity of factual knowledge measures.
Recent research shows this search behavior is common, even when respondents are instructed otherwise. However,
we know little about how outside search affects the validity of political knowledge measures. Using a series of
experimental and observational studies, we provide consistent evidence that outside search degrades the validity of
political knowledge measures. Our findings imply that researchers conducting online surveys need to take steps to
discourage and diagnose search engine use.
Keywords
political knowledge, online surveys, validity
Political knowledge is considered the “currency of citizenship” because it helps people process new information
and link their values and interests to their attitudes. A common way to operationalize this concept is with questions
asking individuals to recall specific facts from memory
(Zaller 1992). Given the centrality of knowledge in studies of public opinion and political behavior, numerous
debates have occurred over measurement, from the use of
a “Don’t Know” response option (Luskin and Bullock
2011; Miller and Orr 2008; Mondak 2001) and the proper
coding of open-ended questions (Gibson and Caldeira
2015), to item difficulty (Ahler and Goggin 2017) and the
differential functioning of items across demographic
groups (Abrajano 2015). As more surveys are self-administered over the Internet, a new measurement challenge
has arisen: respondents, who typically complete surveys
at their own pace and without interviewer interaction, can
use search engines to look up information.1
Outside search has been detected in several participant
populations with search rates reaching as high as 41 percent. Evidence of search engine use comes from a variety
of sources, including studies showing higher factual
knowledge scores in the online condition of randomized
mode experiments (Burnett 2016; Clifford and Jerit 2014),
lower scores when respondents are randomly assigned
instructions not to search (Clifford and Jerit 2016; Motta,
Callaghan, and Smith 2016; Vezzoni and Ladini 2017),
correct answers to extremely difficult and obscure openended questions (“catch” questions; Motta, Callaghan,
and Smith 2016), and the outright admission of searching
(Clifford and Jerit 2016; Jensen and Thomsen 2014).

Outside search is common even in high-quality surveys
that have explicitly instructed respondents not to look up
answers. For example, 15 percent of respondents in the
American National Election Studies (ANES) 2018 Pilot
Study looked up the answer to at least one of two catch
questions seconds after being asked not to do so (among
those who received no instructions about search engine
use, 25% looked up at least one answer). Despite the prevalence of search engine use, previous work has not definitively answered the question of whether search degrades
the measurement properties of knowledge scales.
We contribute to the literature with a series of studies—experimental and observational—that employs a
range of criterion measures and varying participant populations.2 In the first study, we examine the validity of
knowledge measures in experiments where participants
are either discouraged from seeking outside assistance on
factual questions or told that it is acceptable to do so. In
the second study, we examine search engine use in a
national online sample of adults (instructed not to look up
answers) and conduct a similar analysis of the measurement properties of knowledge scales. Findings from both
studies suggest that the ability to recall information is
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tied to theoretically linked concepts such as political
interest, while the ability to find that information is
related to the effort a person devotes to answering survey
questions. Consequently, when respondents seek outside
assistance, knowledge scales have weaker associations
with criterion outcomes such as political engagement and
ideological constraint. Finally, simulations reveal that the
validity of knowledge scales is degraded at rates of search
behavior that have been observed in past studies (i.e., at
“baseline” levels of search engine use). Scholars who are
interested in measuring political knowledge should take
efforts to minimize and diagnose search behavior. This
recommendation can be applied in other contexts such as
the assessment of science knowledge (Kahan 2016), verbal knowledge (Alwin 1991), and reasoning ability
(Bialek and Pennycook 2018).

What Knowledge Scales Measure,
with and without Outside Search
There is growing consensus that political awareness “is
best represented with data from survey batteries that measure factual political knowledge” (Mondak 2001, 224).
Numerous studies support this claim, showing that the
well informed differ from the less informed in a myriad
of ways that relate to opinion quality (Althaus 2003;
Jacoby 2006; Kam 2005; Lau and Redlawsk 2001).
Kinder (2006, 207) summarized this literature when he
observed that the well informed
are more likely to express opinions in the first place. They
are more likely to possess stable opinions—real opinions,
opinions held with conviction. They are more likely to use
ideological concepts correctly, to cite evidence in political
discussions, and to process information sensitively. They are
better at retaining new information.

According to this view, multi-item knowledge batteries
assess general differences in the amount and richness of
knowledge citizens bring to issues of politics (Kinder and
Kalmoe 2017, 134–35).
Knowledge scales are intended to capture a latent disposition rather than awareness of a specific set of facts
(for a related discussion, see Kahan 2016). Looking up
the answer(s) may improve a person’s knowledge score,
but this search behavior does not necessarily correspond
with the latent ability the scale is designed to measure.3
This situation has a useful analogue in the literature on
“Don’t Know” responses. As Mondak (2001) and others
(Lizotte and Sidman 2009; Mondak and Anderson 2004)
have argued, survey protocols encouraging “Don’t
Know” responses weaken the validity of knowledge measures because certain personality factors (e.g., self-confidence, risk-taking) are related to guessing. Assuming that
respondents with these characteristics guess correctly a

percentage of the time, their scores will be inflated relative to non-guessers. While higher scores due to guessing
may reveal “partial” knowledge, such scores also reflect
the personality characteristics that make people more
likely to guess. In a similar way, when respondents seek
outside assistance on knowledge questions, their resulting score reflects their learned (i.e., stored) political
knowledge as well as the effort they are willing to expend
to satisfy the demands of the survey, either by using the
Internet or consulting someone for help. Search engine
use may arise out of a desire to be an attentive survey
taker, genuine curiosity, or even technological savviness—but these traits are not necessarily indicators of
one’s level of political engagement. Thus, outside search
can cause knowledge scales to become confounded with
other respondent characteristics.
A more optimistic view is that search behavior does not
introduce confounds, but merely inflates scores and
increases the prevalence of ceiling effects. Even under this
perspective, search engine use will harm the descriptive
validity of knowledge questions and potentially undermine other aspects of validity. Because knowledge scales
often consist of only four or five items (Delli Carpini and
Keeter 1996), outside search could push many respondents to the maximum value on the scale and, in turn,
weaken the correlation between political knowledge and
other variables. Given the state of the existing literature,
however, it is unclear whether either or both problems
plague the data collected in online surveys.
Despite clear evidence that online administration
increases the frequency of outside search, there is only
scattered evidence regarding the consequences of this
behavior. To our knowledge, just two studies have examined whether search affects the relationship between education and political knowledge, and they reach opposite
conclusions. Vezzoni and Ladini (2017) experimentally
reduced outside search in a sample of Italian adults by
manipulating knowledge instructions and report no difference between conditions in the relationship between
knowledge and education. In contrast, Jensen and
Thomsen (2014) examined the association between education and knowledge among Danish adults who reported
outside search and those who did not. They find that the
positive effect of education on political knowledge disappears among those who engaged in search.4
The empirical evidence regarding other criterion outcomes is sparse. Clifford and Jerit (2014) report a weaker
correlation between political interest and knowledge
among participants who were randomly assigned to complete a questionnaire online in comparison with a lab condition. However, this difference could be the result of other
factors that vary across modes (e.g., level of distraction).
Finally, Clifford and Jerit (2016) explore whether predictive validity improves among respondents who received a
randomized set of instructions not to look up answers.
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They found a stronger relationship between knowledge
and the complexity of open-ended responses when outside
search was discouraged. Notwithstanding the suggestive
patterns from these two studies, the question of whether
outside search undermines the validity of knowledge measures has not been extensively investigated—that is, across
a range of outcome measures and commonly used participant populations. Moreover, existing evidence is unclear
on whether outside search merely weakens the relationship
between knowledge and other variables (due to ceiling
effects), or whether outside search inadvertently strengthens the relationship between knowledge with other variables (due to confounding effects).
In the analyses that follow, we explore this topic in
terms of convergent, discriminant, and predictive validity. Convergent validity pertains to whether a measure is
related to conceptually related variables. Because the
existing literature has shown that a person’s level of interest in and attention to politics is the strongest predictor of
his or her level of knowledge (Delli Carpini and Keeter
1996), we examine whether outside search weakens the
relationship between knowledge and political interest.
Discriminant validity assesses whether measures that
should not be related to one another, in fact, show no relationship. As our test, we investigate whether search
behavior causes knowledge scores to become confounded
with the effort a respondent is willing to put into the survey. Because searching for an answer is more effortful
than guessing, search behavior should cause knowledge
scores to become more strongly related to survey effort.
Support for this hypothesis would demonstrate that outside search does not merely weaken the relationship
between knowledge and other variables due to ceiling
effects; instead, search causes knowledge to become confounded with a different factor altogether.5 Finally, predictive validity concerns the extent to which a measure is
causally related to outcomes that are specified by the
existing literature. In this part of the analysis, we examine
the predictive power of knowledge scales in areas where
the literature leads us to expect positive relationships
between political awareness and specific outcomes, such
as political participation, ideological constraint, complexity of open-ended responses, and news comprehension. We determine if outside search compromises the
explanatory power of political knowledge scales. Taken
together, our analyses provide some of the most extensive
evidence regarding the effect of search behavior on the
validity of knowledge scales.

Empirical Evidence
We examine how outside search affects the measurement
properties in two different types of analyses. In Studies
1a and 1b, we manipulate the behavior of interest with
randomly assigned instructions that either discouraged

respondents from online lookup or indicated that it was
permissible to look up answers. In Study 2, we measure
search behavior as it naturally occurs in an online survey
and analyze the relationship between political knowledge
and criterion measures among respondents who did and
did not look up the answers. Although each approach has
limitations, Studies 1 and 2 tell a consistent story about
the effect of search engine use on the validity of knowledge scales. The final set of analyses employs simulations to examine the predictive power of knowledge (i.e.,
coefficient strength) across levels of outside search
observed in past research.

Studies 1a and 1b: Experimental Data and
Measures
In the spring and fall of 2017, we administered two
experiments on undergraduate students recruited from
required courses at a large public university in the
Southern United States.6 Respondents received extra
credit for completing the study. Each experiment was
administered as part of an online survey, which took
about twenty minutes to complete. Study 1a recruited
1,170 participants in the spring, while Study 1b recruited
880 participants in the fall. Participants in Study 1b were
invited to complete a second wave about fourteen days
later, and 644 participants did so (for an attrition rate of
27%).7 The two studies are nearly identical in terms of
design, so we begin by discussing the common elements
and then describe where the two experiments differ.
After completing some basic questions, respondents
were randomly assigned to one of two conditions that had
different instructions for answering the political knowledge questions. In the discourage condition, respondents
saw this set of instructions:
Now we have a set of questions concerning various political
issues. We want to see how much information about them
gets out to the public from television, newspapers, and the
like. It is important to us that you do NOT use outside
sources like the Internet to search for the correct answer.
Will you answer the following questions without help from
outside sources?

This language has been shown to be an effective method
for deterring cheating because people generally comply
with requests from an interviewer (Clifford and Jerit
2016). In the allow condition, respondents saw a slightly
different version:
Now we have a set of questions concerning various political
issues. We want to see how much information about them
gets out to the public from television, newspapers, and the
like. It is alright with us if you use the internet to double
check your answer or look for the correct response if you do
not already know it.
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The purpose of the language in the allow condition was to
make explicit an assumption that many respondents
appear to have—namely, that it is permissible to search
for answers on factual questions.
Past work shows that students search for answers even
when explicitly instructed not to. For this reason and to
maximize statistical power, we contrast the Discourage
condition with the Allow condition (i.e., there is no control condition). In a later section, our simulations show
that the validity of knowledge scales is harmed at rates of
search behavior that have been observed in previous studies. The simulations allow us to determine the coefficient
strength of knowledge at levels of search that would have
been uncovered if a control condition had been included.
After the instructions, respondents answered a series
of political knowledge questions. Study 1a had six items
pertaining to public officials, partisan control of the
Senate, and long-standing partisan symbols (α = .59).
Study 1b included a ten-item battery (α = .68) that covered traditional civics themes (e.g., the identity of Chief
Justice) and policy-specific topics (e.g., the unemployment rate). Study 1b’s questions also varied in terms of
the recency of the fact, with some items pertaining to current developments (e.g., new countries added to the
Trump administration’s travel ban) and others relating to
older, established facts (e.g., the length of a U.S. Senate
term).8 The relatively long scale used in Study 1b helps to
rule out ceiling effects as the explanation for changes in
validity and, thus, provides a more conservative test of
our hypotheses.
Compliance with the instructions was assessed in two
ways. First, after completing the knowledge questions,
respondents were asked whether they looked up any
answers. Second, a difficult “catch” question was inserted
in random order among the political knowledge items
(Bullock et al. 2015; Motta, Callaghan, and Smith 2016).
The catch question asked about the year of an obscure
court case (United States v. Segui), and respondents who
provided the correct year were assumed to have looked
up the answer. The response distribution to both items
indicates that the instruction sets had the intended effect
on search behavior. In the analyses below, a person is
coded as engaging in outside search if they answered the
self-report affirmatively or provided the correct answer to
the catch question (also see Note 9).
Prior to the knowledge items, we asked a series of
questions that would be used as criterion variables for
investigating the convergent and discriminant validity of
knowledge batteries in each condition. To assess convergent validity, we created a two-item interest scale based
on questions that asked about a person’s interest in politics and attention to political news (Study 1a: α =.81,
Study 1b: α =.76). To explore discriminant validity, we
estimated latent survey effort as a function of several
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common indicators of satisficing, such as instructed
responses, Instructional Manipulation Checks (IMC),
factual manipulation checks (Kane and Barabas 2018), a
count of straight-lining in grids, and time spent on pretreatment survey pages (Berinsky, Margolis, and Sances
2013; Hillygus, Jackson, and Young 2014; Kane and
Barabas 2018; Lopez and Hillygus 2018). These items
(all measured pretreatment) are designed to capture the
respondent’s willingness to read and follow instructions
within the survey, and they were scaled together to produce a fine-grained estimate of survey effort (for details,
see Supplemental Appendix, which is included as
Supplemental Materials at http://prq.sagepub.com).
Crucially, political interest and survey effort are only
weakly related to one another (r = .13 in Study 1a and r
= .04 in Study 1b), supporting our argument that these
two variables represent distinct constructs.
Study 1b had additional questions that permitted us to
examine the explanatory power of knowledge scales
when outside search is allowed. First, a series of openended questions allowed us to examine the number of
considerations respondents could list. In Wave 1, we
asked about two salient political issues (mass shootings
and high medical costs), and in Wave 2, we asked about
likes and dislikes of President Trump, and reasons for and
against voter ID laws (the latter followed an article on
this topic). A coder tallied the number of considerations
raised by respondents, which was summed to create a
measure of political awareness (Clifford and Jerit 2016).
Second, political engagement was measured with three
questions (Wave 1) asking whether respondents were registered to vote, whether they voted in the 2016 presidential election, and whether they had engaged in any of four
campaign activities (α = .50; attend a meeting, put up a
sign, work for a candidate, donate money). Third, we
asked respondents’ positions on eleven political issues in
Wave 1 and eleven issues in Wave 2. We used these questions to measure ideological constraint (e.g., Mason
2018), which has previously been linked with political
sophistication (e.g., Ansolabehere, Rodden, and Snyder
2008; Federico 2004). Specifically, we recoded the issue
attitudes to range from liberal to conservative, averaged
the items, and then folded the scale at the midpoint. Thus,
people receiving the minimum score have either provided
nonsubstantive responses to all of the questions (i.e.,
“neither favor nor oppose”), chosen a mix of liberal and
conservative positions, or some combination of both
response patterns. Those receiving the maximum score
have reported strongly held attitudes from a consistent
ideological viewpoint.
Finally, in Wave 2, respondents read an article about a
recent court decision regarding voter registration laws
(based on a New York Times story on the topic). Following
the article, respondents were asked several questions that
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Figure 1. Search rates and knowledge scores by experimental condition.

gauged their comprehension and recall of key details
from the story. Given the length of the article (approximately 550 words) and complexity of the topic, we
expected people with higher levels of political knowledge
to better understand and retain information from the article (Fiske, Lau, and Smith 1990).

Studies 1a and 1b: Experimental Results
Effects on search behavior and knowledge scores. The
manipulation of knowledge instructions had a sizable
effect on search behavior, as shown in the left-hand panels
of Figure 1. In Study 1a, 20 percent of respondents in the
discourage condition searched for answers, while 69 percent of respondents in the allow condition did so, χ2(1) =
279.89, p < .001.9 Consistent with that pattern, respondents in the allow condition also spent more time answering the knowledge questions: the median respondent
averaged twenty seconds per question versus thirteen seconds; t(1168) = 11.08, p < .001. There is a similar pattern
for Study 1b. Only 22 percent of respondents in the discourage condition sought outside assistance, while 72 percent of respondents in the allow condition did so, χ2(1) =
223.42, p < .001.10 Respondents in the allow condition
took longer to answer the questions than people in the discourage condition: twenty-two seconds versus thirteen
seconds, t(885) = 10.54, p < .0001.
The knowledge scores are presented in the right-hand
panels of Figure 1, and it is clear that merely allowing
people to search for answers has a sizable effect on the

observed levels of political knowledge. In Study 1a,
scores on the six-item scale were lower in the discourage
condition (M = 3.6) than in the allow condition, M = 4.8;
t(1160) = 15.01, p < .0001. Using an instrumental variables approach, we can also calculate the causal effect of
outside search on knowledge scores (or the local average
treatment effect).11 This calculation indicates that engaging in outside search increased knowledge scores by 2.4
questions. In Study 1b, respondents answered 4.6 out of
ten questions correctly on average in the discourage condition, while respondents in the allow condition answered
6.5 out of ten questions correctly, t(885) = 12.15, p <
.0001.12 An instrumental variables analysis shows that
engaging in outside search increased knowledge scores
by 3.7 questions.
Across the sixteen individual knowledge items in the
two studies, average treatment effects ranged from 2 to
38 percentage points. A naïve interpretation is that certain
questions are more prone to search, which would have
implications for scale design. However, the percentage of
respondents correctly answering a question in the discourage condition is strongly negatively related to
the size of the treatment effect for that item (r = –.67,
p = .005, n = 16; see Supplemental Appendix for details).
In other words, people are more likely to search when
they do not know the answer.
Convergent and discriminant validity. Having shown that
the manipulation had the intended effect, we turn to the
convergent and discriminant validity of knowledge scales
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Figure 2. Convergent and discriminant validity of political knowledge.

Plot displays coefficients from an OLS model predicting knowledge scores. Right-hand panels display interaction terms. Bars are 95% confidence
intervals. See Table A2 in the Supplemental Appendix for full model details. OLS = ordinary least squares.

across conditions. Political interest is strongly linked
with political knowledge from both a conceptual and
empirical standpoint (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996;
Prior 2010), so we use this measure as our test of convergent validity (i.e., there should be a strong positive relationship between interest and knowledge). Our measure
of survey effort will be used in a test of discriminant
validity, and in that test, a weak or null relationship
between survey effort and political knowledge indicates
higher discriminant validity.
To test these expectations, we use data from Study
1a and the first wave of Study 1b. For each study, we
use an ordinary least squares (OLS) model to predict
political knowledge as a function of political interest,
survey effort, treatment assignment, and interactions
between treatment assignment and each of the other
two covariates.13 All variables are standardized for
analysis. Figure 2 displays the coefficients for political
interest (top row) and survey effort (bottom row) in the
discourage (left panels) and allow conditions (middle
panels). The right-most panels display the coefficients
for the interaction terms. Within each panel, effects are
shown for Study 1a, Study 1b, and a model pooling
both studies. Full model details are provided in Table
A2 in the Supplemental Appendix.
As expected, political interest is a positive and significant predictor of political knowledge in the discourage

condition in both studies (Study 1a: b = .28, p < .001;
Study 1b: b = .29, p < .001). However, in both studies,
the effect of interest is smaller in the allow condition
(Study 1a: b = .13, p < .001; Study 1b: b = .19, p <
.001). The right-hand panel of Figure 2 displays the interaction terms, showing that the effect of political interest
consistently is larger in the discourage condition than in
the allow condition (Study 1a: p = .004; Study 1b: p =
.079; Pooled: p = .001). These findings also show up in
bivariate relationships, as survey effort is only weakly
related to political interest (Pooled: r = .09).14
In our test of discriminant validity, we expect a weak
or null relationship between survey effort and political
knowledge. Starting with the discourage condition, we
find that survey effort is not significantly related to political knowledge in Study 1a (b = .03, p = .386), Study 1b
(b = .02, p = .570), or in the pooled data (b = .03, p =
.306). This pattern changes when respondents are allowed
to search. Survey effort is positively and significantly
related to knowledge in the allow condition in both Study
1a (b = .36, p < .001) and Study 1b (b = .27, p < .001).
Moreover, the effects of survey effort are significantly
larger in the allow condition than in the discourage condition (ps < .001), suggesting that knowledge scores
become confounded with survey effort when search is
allowed. These patterns also appear in bivariate relationships.15 The contrast in the effect of survey effort across
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Figure 3. Predictive Validity of Political Knowledge by Experimental Condition.

Plot displays knowledge coefficients from a series of OLS models predicting each criterion variable. Bars are 95% confidence intervals. See Table
A3 in the Supplemental Appendix for full model details. OLS = ordinary least squares.

experimental conditions is particularly stark. In contrast
to scholars who argue that traditional measures of knowledge are flawed because people exert different levels of
effort while searching their memories (Prior and Lupia
2008, 170), Studies 1a and 1b demonstrate that effort is
confounded with knowledge only when respondents are
allowed to engage in outside search.16
Overall, Studies 1a and 1b demonstrate that when outside search is discouraged, knowledge reflects a person’s
interest in politics and is unrelated to survey effort. When
search is permitted, a person’s level of political knowledge is highly dependent on the amount of effort he or she
puts into the questionnaire, and less strongly related to
political interest. Allowing outside search does not merely
weaken the relationship between knowledge and criterion
outcomes: it introduces a confounding relationship
between knowledge and effort.
Predictive validity. Using the additional items from Study
1b, we conduct tests of predictive validity. For each outcome, we estimate an OLS model predicting the criterion
variable as a function of the respondent’s political knowledge score, the experimental condition assigned, and an
interaction between the two. Some of our outcomes
included measures in both waves (e.g., open-ended comments, ideological constraint). For these outcomes, we
focus on measures that are combined across waves, and
show the results separately in the Supplemental Appendix. We present the effects graphically below in Figure 3.
Full model results are shown in Table A3 in the Supplemental Appendix.

The left-hand panel of Figure 3 shows the results when
search is discouraged. Starting on the left, political
knowledge is a significant predictor of more elaborated
open-ended responses (b = .17, p = .007). Moving to the
right, political knowledge is a significant predictor of
more constrained issue attitudes across the two waves (b
= .15, p = .023). Political knowledge is also a significant
predictor of political engagement (b = .23, p < .001),
such as voter turnout and campaign participation. And,
finally, knowledge predicts better comprehension of the
news article on voter identification (ID) laws (b = .28, p
< .001). Overall, when outside search is discouraged,
political knowledge is a consistent predictor of theoretically linked attitudes and behaviors.
The middle panel presents analogous results when
information search is allowed. Political knowledge is still
a significant predictor of the complexity of open-ended
responses (b = .17, p = .002) and news comprehension
(b = .20, p < .001), but not ideological constraint (b =
.04, p = .536), or political engagement (b = .09, p =
.103). Thus, political knowledge loses much of its predictive validity when information search is allowed. The
difference between the effects of political knowledge
across conditions is shown in the right-hand panel of
Figure 3, and here, we see that the two sets of coefficients are not statistically distinguishable from each
other (p = .997, p = .192, p = .082, p = .368, respectively). Although the difference between the two sets of
coefficients is statistically uncertain, the pattern is clear:
political knowledge is a consistent predictor of theoretically linked outcomes when search is discouraged
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(average b = .21), but these effects are less clear when
respondents are permitted to search (average b = .13).
Search engine use allows people to appear politically
knowledgeable without having the benefits (constraint,
political participation, etc.) that accrue from sustained
intellectual and cognitive engagement with public
affairs.
Across the two experiments, there was strong evidence
that knowledge scales have worse convergent and discriminant validity when outside search is permitted, and
suggestive evidence that the predictive validity declines.
In our next study, we observe people as they naturally
complete online survey questionnaires and examine the
relationship between outside search and scale validity.

Study 2: Observational Data and Measures
Participants for Study 2 were recruited through Survey
Sampling International (SSI) to participate in a four-wave
panel study fielded during the 2016 U.S. general election.17 SSI participants are part of a nonrandom online
sample, but are recruited from multiple diverse sources
and participate in many different kinds of surveys. Wave
1 took place July 1–18 and included an initial sample of
3,552 U.S. resident adults. Subsequent waves took place
September 10–16, October 20–29, and November 7–10.
Each wave had a planned attrition rate; all Wave 1 participants were recontacted for subsequent waves, but each
wave was closed after reaching the desired participation
number. Thus, Wave 2 includes 2,024 participants, Wave
3 = 1,234, and Wave 4 = 1,730.18
Political knowledge was measured with an index of
four multiple-choice questions in the Wave 1 survey (α =
.58). The four items asked respondents to identify the job
or political office held by Paul Ryan, the political party in
control of the House of Representatives, the length of a
U.S. Senate term, and who nominates judges to the Federal
Courts (again, with no “don’t know” option). Participants
were told to answer knowledge questions “to the best of
your ability” and were instructed to not look up answers
online (Motta, Callaghan, and Smith 2016; Vezzoni and
Ladini 2017). Search engine use was measured with a difficult catch question, measured immediately after the
knowledge items.19 We assume that anyone providing the
correct response defied the instructions regarding outside
search (i.e., we consider these respondents “cheaters”; all
other respondents are “non-cheaters”).
We assess the convergent validity of political knowledge between cheaters and non-cheaters using a threeitem political interest scale. The three items (how
interested the respondent is in politics, how much they
follow campaigns, how much they care who wins the
presidential election) were measured at Wave 1 and form
a reliable scale (α = .83). To test predictive validity, we
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measured political engagement and ideological constraint. Engagement was measured using a scale of turnout intention (measured at Waves 2 and 3) and reported
turnout (measured at Wave 4). Turnout intention and
reported turnout were placed on a 0 to 1 scale and then
averaged to create a more reliable over-time measure of
political engagement (α = .76).20 Ideological constraint
was measured at Wave 1 by asking participants’ positions
on twelve political issues. Issue attitudes were recoded to
range from liberal to conservative, averaged (α = .81),
and the scale was folded at the midpoint. Finally, we measure survey effort by creating a latent measure based on
two indicators of satisficing: the incidence of straightlining and survey duration.21
The analyses differ from those in Study 1 in two ways.
First, due to the observational nature of the data, we control for several factors (all measured in Wave 1) that
could potentially confound the relationship between
political knowledge and our criterion variables.
Second, given that the data in Study 2 approximate a
nationally representative sample when weighted, we
examine the individual-level factors that are associated
with cheating. In addition to asking about demographic
characteristics, several personality traits were measured
in the survey: openness to experience (desire for information and engagement), agreeableness (warmth and sympathy for others), conscientiousness (dependability and
dutifulness), and need for closure (desire for unambiguous information; Gosling, Rentfrow, and Swann 2003;
Webster and Kruglanski 1994).

Study 2: Observational Results
A total of 11 percent of respondents in Study 2 sought
outside assistance on the catch question, despite having
been instructed not to look up answers. On average, people who cheated on the catch question had a significantly
higher score on the knowledge scale than non-cheaters,
3.04 vs. 2.60; t(3527) = −6.90, p < .001. Participants
who cheated also spent about twice as long on the knowledge battery than non-cheaters: three minutes compared
with ninety seconds, t(3517) = −3.32, p < .001. Once
again, we also see an increase in ceiling effects, which is
exacerbated by the shorter knowledge scale. Nearly half
(46%) of cheaters answered all four questions correctly,
while only 28 percent of non-cheaters did so. Cheating
effects on individual questions ranged from 8 to 22 percentage points, with the effect of cheating largest on the
most difficult questions.
Taking advantage of our national sample, we sought to
explore which respondents engaged in outside search. We
estimated a logistic regression predicting cheating as a
function of several Big Five personality traits, need for
closure, and basic demographic variables (full model
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Figure 4. Convergent and predictive validity of political knowledge by cheating behavior.

Upper row displays interest coefficients from OLS model predicting knowledge scores. Bottom row displays knowledge coefficients from a series
of OLS models predicting each criterion variable. Right-hand panels display interaction terms, bars are 95% confidence intervals. See Tables A6
and A7 in the Supplemental Appendix for full model details. OLS = ordinary least squares.

results shown in the Supplemental Appendix). Consistent
with the expectation that those who are most comfortable
with technology would be more likely to cheat, younger
respondents were significantly more likely to look up
answers (p < .001). We also found that respondents
higher in Openness were more likely to cheat (p = .023).
Overall, these results illustrate that search engine use is
not a random behavior. The fact that outside search is
concentrated among certain types of respondents underlines our claim that measures of knowledge become confounded with other factors when respondents look up
answers.
Turning to our main tests of validity, we expected a
weaker association between political knowledge and criterion outcomes among cheaters than non-cheaters. We
test convergent validity using an OLS model to predict
political knowledge as a function of the interaction
between political interest and cheating behavior, while
controlling for survey effort, and the demographic and
personality variables discussed above. We test predictive
validity using OLS models to predict turnout and ideological constraint as a function of the interaction between
political knowledge and cheating behavior, as well as the
controls. Key outcomes and predictors (knowledge, interest, turnout, and constraint) are standardized for ease of
comparison. The results are reported in Figure 4 (full
model details are shown in Tables A6 and A7 in the
Supplemental Appendix).
In the top row of Figure 4, political interest is a positive and significant predictor of political knowledge
among non-cheaters (b = .16, p < .001) but is not a significant predictor of political knowledge among cheaters

(b = –.09, p = .217). This difference between cheaters
and non-cheaters is large and statistically significant (p =
.001; top right-hand panel). When it comes to predictive
validity (bottom row of Figure 4), political knowledge is
also a weaker predictor of turnout among cheaters than
non-cheaters. As expected, among non-cheaters, higher
political knowledge predicts higher scores on the turnout
scale (b = .15, p = .004). Among cheaters, however,
political knowledge does not significantly predict turnout
(b = –.19, p = .165). As shown in the bottom right-hand
panel of Figure 4, this difference between cheaters and
non-cheaters is large and statistically significant (p =
.008). Finally, political knowledge is a somewhat stronger predictor of ideological constraint among non-cheaters (b = .25, p < .001) than cheaters (b = .16, p = .017),
although this difference is not statistically significant (p
= .170). Consistent with Studies 1a and 1b, political
knowledge is a strong predictor of theoretically relevant
outcomes among respondents who did not look up
answers. However, political knowledge loses its ability to
predict turnout among those who looked up answers.
Overall, the findings from Study 2 are similar to those of
Studies 1a and 1b despite the different methodological
approach.

How Concerned Should We Be
about Search Engine Use?
Studies 1 and 2 have shown that when respondents search
for the answers to political knowledge questions, the
resulting scales suffer from weakened convergent, discriminant, and predictive validity of knowledge measures.
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Figure 5. Simulated validity across cheating rates.

Each panel displays the estimated criterion validity of political knowledge. In the top row, the proportion searching is varied by resampling at
different rates from the experimental condition. In the bottom row, the proportion cheating is varied by resampling at different rates from the
cheating variable.

Yet, search rates are highly variable across studies, with
published estimates ranging from 4 percent to 41 percent
of the sample (Clifford and Jerit 2016). This variation
makes it difficult to know when search behavior is a problem. Here, we explore the issue through a series of simulations. Drawing on Study 1b, we randomly resample
respondents from each treatment condition at different
proportions and reestimate naïve versions of the models
reported above. That is, we exclude indicators of experimental condition (and interaction terms) and test the validity of the measure among the full sample. We simulate
different search rates by shifting the proportion of respondents drawn from the discourage condition from 100 percent down to 0 percent while shifting the proportion of
respondents drawn from the allow condition from 0 percent to 100 percent. At each percentile, we resampled with
replacement, recorded the model results, and repeated this
process 1,000 times. Figure 5 plots a LOWESS curve
through the mean coefficient at each level of cheating.
Because the search rate was 22 percent in the discourage
condition and 72 percent in the allow condition, we can
only estimate our models within this range of cheating.
The top-left panel shows the effects of political interest
and survey effort on knowledge scores as the rate of outside searching increases. Vertical lines represent published

cheating rates from previous studies that did not attempt to
control cheating, and, thus, one may interpret these rates
as the prevalence of cheating at “baseline” levels. The farleft side of the graph represents a model estimated only
from respondents in the discourage condition, corresponding with a search rate of 22 percent. Here, interest is a
strong predictor, while survey effort is not. However, as
the frequency of outside search increases, these patterns
reverse, and interest becomes a weaker predictor, while
survey effort rapidly becomes a stronger predictor.
Naturally, these patterns would likely be more dramatic if
we could estimate these coefficients at a search rate of
zero. The top-right panel shows the coefficients for political knowledge from each of our predictive validity models. As outside search increases, the coefficient on
knowledge decreases steadily in all models with the
exception of the open-ended comments. The drop in validity is particularly steep at lower levels of search (e.g.,
between .2 and .4), suggesting that search engine use may
be significantly undermining the predictive validity of our
knowledge measure even in the discourage condition.
We took the same approach with Study 2. Because
Study 2 is observational, we resample from cheaters and
non-cheaters at varying proportions while holding sample size constant, and then estimate each model with the
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full set of control variables described above (excluding
the indicator of cheating and associated interaction
terms). The observational nature of the study means we
must make an assumption about the similarity of cheaters
and non-cheaters, conditional on the control variables.
However, our observational and experimental findings
converged quite well, and this simulation allows us to
estimate validity across the full range of cheating rates.
The bottom-left panel displays the coefficients for political interest. While political interest positively predicts
political knowledge at low rates of cheating, the size of
the coefficient drops as cheating rates increase, and
reaches zero when approximately three-quarters of the
sample is cheating. The bottom-right panel displays the
coefficients from our predictive validity models. Political
knowledge is a strong predictor of political engagement,
but this effect steadily drops as cheating rates increase. In
fact, at a cheating rate of approximately 32 percent, political knowledge is unrelated to engagement—a rate that is
lower than some rates of search behavior that have been
observed in studies that did not attempt to control cheating. Turning to ideological constraint, knowledge remains
a positive predictor across cheating rates. Taken together,
these simulations demonstrate that the convergent, discriminant, and predictive validity of political knowledge
measures consistently declines as search rates increase.
From a measurement standpoint, the decrease in validity is concerning (Mondak 2001), but there are broader
implications given how frequently measures of knowledge are used in empirical research. For example, one of
the most robust patterns in the study of political knowledge is the difference in observed levels of knowledge
across men and women, with the latter having lower levels of observed knowledge. It is natural to wonder whether
search engine use affects this empirical regularity, and if
so, how. Past research has shown that when information
is made available to respondents, the gender gap in
knowledge diminishes and is sometimes eliminated (Jerit
and Barabas 2017). In addition, women are more willing
and attentive survey respondents (e.g., Berinsky,
Margolis, and Sances 2013), and thus may be more likely
to search for information when allowed. Both patterns
imply that we would replicate the gender gap in knowledge when search is discouraged, but observe a smaller
gap when it is allowed.
We explore this question with the pooled data from
Study 1a and 1b. When search is discouraged, there are
no differences in rates of cheating across women and
men, Women: 23%, Men: 19%; χ2(1) = 2.25, p = .134.
However, when outside search is allowed, women are
significantly more likely to look up answers, Women:
74%, Men: 66%; χ2(1) = 7.08, p = .008. This is due, in
part, to higher survey effort among women, t(2,055) =
3.95, p < .001. Turning to knowledge scores, when

search engine use is discouraged, we replicate the gender
gap in knowledge with women scoring 0.18 standard
deviations lower than men, t(1,034) = 3.26, p = .001.
However, when search is allowed, this reliable difference
evaporates, with women now scoring a nonsignificant
0.03 standard deviations higher than men, t(1,011) =
0.47, p = .641. Moreover, a regression model shows a
significant interaction between gender and the experimental condition (p = .012), demonstrating that the gender gap is significantly smaller when information search
is allowed. This pattern of results underscores our claim
that knowledge scales measure something different when
search is allowed versus when it is discouraged.
A skeptic might point out that the motivation and ability to look up answers to factual questions is a politically
relevant skill. We agree. However, as shown here, this
skill is distinct from traditional conceptions of political
knowledge. Therefore, scholars interested in measuring
a person’s skills at searching the Internet for political
information would be better served by developing independent measures of search motivation and ability.
Importantly, our findings highlight an obstacle to this
line of research: information search is substantially confounded with the effort a respondent is willing to put into
completing a survey—a factor that is only weakly related
to interest in politics. Recall that in Studies 1a and 1b,
the relationship between interest and effort was only r =
.09 (pooled data).

Conclusion
Political knowledge is a central concept in political science. As surveys are increasingly administered online,
however, respondents are able to search the web for
answers, potentially altering what scholars are measuring
with factual knowledge questions. A recent body of
research demonstrates that outside search occurs and can
affect the estimated levels of political knowledge among
the public (Burnett 2016; Clifford and Jerit 2014, 2016;
Motta, Callaghan, and Smith 2016; Shulman and Boster
2014), but that literature has yet to establish how search
behavior affects the validity of knowledge measures.
Across experimental and observational studies, we find a
consistent pattern of results—namely, that search engine
use reduces the validity of political knowledge measures
and undermines the ability to replicate canonical findings
in the public opinion literature.
Of course, the extent to which the validity of political
knowledge scales is degraded will be a function of the
prevalence of cheating within the sample. But this should
provide little comfort to researchers. While some of the
highest cheating rates have been observed in student samples, search rates in the ANES 2018 Pilot Study range from
15 percent to 25 percent (depending on questionnaire
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format). Thus, no online data source is immune from this
problem. Moreover, the evidence shows that search rates
can vary substantially within populations (e.g., rates on
MTurk have ranged from 5% to 25%), making it difficult
to know when search engine use will reach problematic
rates in a study. Search behavior is more common among
younger respondents (see Table A5), however, and is likely
to become prevalent as respondents become more comfortable with and reliant upon technology.
The increasing ease with which respondents can look
up answers poses a threat to the validity of political knowledge measures, but has particularly troubling implications
for understanding the temporal dynamics of knowledge.
For example, outside search could lead political scientists
to prematurely conclude that the gender gap in knowledge
has disappeared. Or, due to the weakening predictive
power of political knowledge, researchers might conclude
that knowledge is no longer a prerequisite for an engaged,
ideological citizenry in a polarized era. More generally,
the likely growing rate of outside search may create a spurious time trend that could mislead researchers in a variety
of ways. Understanding whether and how the “currency of
citizenship” maintains its relevance, and how that resource
is distributed, will require scholars to ensure the continued
validity of the measure.
Considering these challenges, our first recommendation
for researchers is to actively discourage outside search.
Simple instructions to refrain from looking up answers can
reduce search engine use (Motta, Callaghan, and Smith
2016; Vezzoni and Ladini 2017), but do not eliminate it, as
shown in Study 2. A more effective tactic is to ask respondents to commit to not looking up answers, but even this
approach is not perfect (Clifford and Jerit 2016). Thus, our
second recommendation is to diagnose cheating through
self-reports, difficult catch questions, or both. Inclusion of
such measures allows researchers to identify whether
cheating poses a threat to the validity of their data, as well
as contribute to a better understanding of when cheating
occurs (also see Diedenhofen and Musch 2017).22 The
question of how to handle cheaters is thornier, but we borrow advice from the literature on satisficing (Berinsky,
Margolis, and Sances 2013). Dropping respondents from
the analysis (e.g., those who engage in outside search) may
harm the representativeness of the sample and should be
discouraged, especially if knowledge is measured posttreatment in an experimental design (Montgomery, Nyhan,
and Torres 2016). Another intuitive solution is to control
for cheating in statistical models. Yet, our own supplementary analyses show that controlling for cheating did little to
reduce the biases we reported above.
Given that some respondents will look up answers
even when instructed not to, a promising line of future
research is to develop instrumentation that is immune to
this problem. Longer scales will help by reducing ceiling
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effects, however, this change will do nothing to prevent
the confounds introduced by outside search.23 Visual
political knowledge questions (Munzert and Selb 2017)
and text-based approaches (Kraft 2019) represent alternative ways for assessing knowledge, but more research is
needed to determine if these formats circumvent the
problems with online search. In light of the fact that
cheating levels vary considerably across surveys from the
same population, it would be valuable to investigate
whether aspects of survey design affect the prevalence of
cheating. For example, a person may be motivated to
cheat after answering items about vote choice to avoid
looking like an uninformed voter. Similarly, respondents
may be inclined to cheat following questions about group
identity, such as partisanship, to make their group look
well informed. Either finding would have implications
for question order in survey design.
The shift toward conducting surveys online has
brought about a number of advantages, such as lower
costs, faster data collection, and decreased social desirability bias (e.g., Kreuter, Presser, and Tourangeau 2008).
However, the online administration of surveys also comes
with costs, such as higher levels of satisficing (e.g.,
Heerwegh 2009). Our research adds to the list of challenges faced by scholars conducting research online,
demonstrating that the ability to search for information
can undermine the validity of recall-based measures used
by researchers throughout the social sciences.
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Notes
1. In some studies, this behavior is labeled “cheating.” We
reserve that term for instances in which a respondent defies
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2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

survey instructions not to look up answers, and use the phrase
“online search” or “search engine use” in all other situations.
Replication data are available as part of Supplemental
Materials at http://prq.sagepub.com.
Kam and Trussler (2016, 791) make a parallel argument
regarding the ability of researchers to manipulate this disposition: “requiring subjects to memorize a set of political
facts may boost their scores on a political information test
but is unlikely to induce subjects to behave like political
sophisticates.”
Gooch (2015) examines the relationship between education and general cognitive ability in a mode experiment
involving a face-to-face condition and a self-administered
condition. However, the study took place in the CBS
research facility in the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas,
making the self-administered condition conceptually different than a traditional online survey.
Effort in an online survey may vary for a variety of
reasons—for example, some respondents may be less
agreeable, face more distractions, or have less interest in the specific topics of the survey—none of which
should be strongly related to a person’s latent political
sophistication.
The two studies (hereafter, Study 1a and Study 1b) were
administered separately, and each was approved by the
Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at the
University of Houston. We took precautions to ensure that
people from the earlier experiment did not participate in
the later one.
Panel attrition was unrelated to treatment assignment,
Discourage: 27.7%, Allow: 27.3%; χ2(1) = 0.02, p = .891.
A “Don’t Know” option was not included on any of the
knowledge items (Miller and Orr 2008). Following the recommendations of Mondak (2001) and others, we employ
closed-ended knowledge questions (also see Nadeau and
Neimi 1995; Strabac and Aalberg 2011).
The two measures are strongly related (α = .77), and the
results are similar regardless of which is used (Self-report:
63% vs. 13%; Catch: 57% vs. 10%). Outside search still
occurred in the discourage condition, which is not unusual
in student samples (Clifford and Jerit 2016).
Once again, the two measures are strongly related (α =
.80), and the results are similar regardless of which measure is used (Self-report: 67% vs. 16%; Catch: 63% vs.
12%).
Specifically, knowledge is the dependent variable, outside
search is the independent variable, and random assignment
to condition is the instrumental variable. This approach
calculates the average gain in knowledge scores from
searching among compliers.
There is a noticeable difference across conditions in the
likelihood of ceiling effects. In Study 1a, for example,
44% of respondents received the maximum score on the
knowledge scale in the allow condition, whereas only 9%
of respondents did so in the discourage condition. In Study
1b, where the scale consisted of more items, ceiling effects
were minimal: 10% of respondents received the maximum
score in the allow condition and 2% did so in the discourage condition.

13. We also used Item Response Theory (IRT) models to estimate latent knowledge scores separately in each experimental condition (see Gooch 2015). However, latent scores
were extremely highly correlated with additive scores (rs
> .96) and produced the same substantive findings.
14. In the pooled dataset, the bivariate correlation between
knowledge and political interest is r = .33 in the discourage condition and r = .20 in the allow condition.
15. In the pooled dataset, the bivariate correlation between
knowledge and survey effort is r = .06 in the discourage
condition and r = .34 in the allow condition.
16. It is unclear whether the same pattern would occur in a
control condition that does not specify whether search is
permissible. However, past research suggests that some
respondents interpret a control condition as allowing
search, and our results imply this will introduce a confound
for these individuals.
17. Data collection was conducted and funded by the Center
for the Study of Political Psychology at the University of
Minnesota, and approved by the University of Minnesota
Institutional Review Board, #1605E88143.
18. Respondents were offered a higher incentive for participating in Wave 4 than for participating in prior waves.
Respondents were recontacted for each wave even if they
only completed Wave 1; however, no new respondents
were added to the sample after Wave 1. In the analyses
below, responses are weighted to approximate the demographics of the U.S. population. Unweighted analyses produce substantively similar results.
19. The question asked, “In what year did the United States
Supreme Court decide the case Geer v. Connecticut?”
20. Due to the planned-attrition design of the survey, only
624 participants completed all four waves of the panel.
Participants are included in the scale if they answered at
least two of the three turnout measures.
21. Wave 1 included eighteen response grids with four items
or more. Straight-lining is measured as the count of these
grids that had no variance. Survey duration measures the
amount of time respondents took between opening and
submitting Wave 1 (not including time spent on the knowledge battery). Survey duration is coded into quintiles to
combine with straight-lining and to create the latent measure of survey effort.
22. We recommend that the catch question be placed last
among the knowledge questions. There is some evidence
(Study 1b) that respondents who received the catch question first were more likely to look up answers, but this
effect occurred only when search was allowed.
23. Another tempting solution is to include a time limit on factual knowledge questions. Evidence on the effectiveness of
timers is equivocal (e.g., Jensen and Thomsen 2014), perhaps because of the difficulty of choosing a time limit that
deters online lookup without interfering with the response
process of “honest” respondents.
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